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Abstract—In function inversion, we are given a function
f : [N ] �→ [N ], and want to prepare some advice of size
S, such that we can efficiently invert any image in time T .
This is a well studied problem with profound connections
to cryptography, data structures, communication complexity,
and circuit lower bounds. Investigation of this problem in the
quantum setting was initiated by Nayebi, Aaronson, Belovs, and
Trevisan (2015), who proved a lower bound of ST 2 = Ω̃(N)
for random permutations against classical advice, leaving open
an intriguing possibility that Grover’s search can be sped
up to time Õ(

√
N/S). Recent works by Hhan, Xagawa, and

Yamakawa (2019), and Chung, Liao, and Qian (2019) extended
the argument for random functions and quantum advice, but
the lower bound remains ST 2 = Ω̃(N).

In this work, we prove that even with quantum advice, ST+
T 2 = Ω̃(N) is required for an algorithm to invert random
functions. This demonstrates that Grover’s search is optimal for
S = Õ(

√
N), ruling out any substantial speed-up for Grover’s

search even with quantum advice. Further improvements to
our bounds would imply new classical circuit lower bounds, as
shown by Corrigan-Gibbs and Kogan (2019).

To prove this result, we develop a general framework for
establishing quantum time-space lower bounds. We further
demonstrate the power of our framework by proving the
following results.

• Yao’s box problem: We prove a tight quantum time-space
lower bound for classical advice. For quantum advice,
we prove a first time-space lower bound using shadow
tomography. These results resolve two open problems
posted by Nayebi et al (2015).

• Salted cryptography: We show that “salting generi-
cally provably defeats preprocessing,” a result shown
by Coretti, Dodis, Guo, and Steinberger (2018), also
holds in the quantum setting. In particular, we prove
quantum time-space lower bounds for a wide class of
salted cryptographic primitives in the quantum random
oracle model. This yields the first quantum time-space
lower bound for salted collision-finding, which in turn
implies that PWPPO �⊆ FBQPO/qpoly relative to a
random oracle O.

Keywords-time-space tradeoffs; quantum computation;

quantum query complexity; quantum advice; post-quantum
cryptography; function inversion

I. FUNCTION INVERSION

The task of function inversion asks that given a function

f : [N ] �→ [N ] and a point y, find an x such that f(x) = y. It
is easy to show that a classical inversion algorithm requires

Ω(N) queries (which trivially lower bounds time) to succeed
with constant probability in inverting a random function f ,
even with the help of randomness. Grover [Gro96] consid-

ered the same problem in the context of database search,

and showed that quantum computers can invert any function

in time only Õ(
√
N), which was subsequently shown to be

tight [BBBV97].

The situation becomes intriguing when preprocessing is

allowed. Namely, we allow the algorithm to take the entire

truth table of f and arbitrarily preprocess an S-bit advice
string α = α(f), and then we give the algorithm a random

f(x) and ask the algorithm to invert it using at most T
queries. Understanding the tradeoff between S and T is

referred to as time-space tradeoffs for function inversion.

This tradeoff is an important problem in cryptography. Re-

cent works [GGH+19, KP19, CK19] showed its connections

to well studied problems in data structures, communication

complexity, and circuit lower bounds.

For classical algorithms, the heuristic algorithm proposed

by Hellman [Hel80], and subsequently rigorously analyzed

by Fiat and Naor [FN99], uses S bits of advice and T
queries to invert a random function with high probability

for every S, T satisfying S2T ≥ Õ(N2). For the lower

bound, Yao [Yao90] and De et al. [DTT10] proved that any

preprocessing algorithm that uses S bits of advice and T
queries must satisfy ST = Ω̃(N), which remains the best

general lower bound we know today. Corrigan-Gibbs and

Kogan [CK19] recently investigated possible improvements
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on the lower bound, and showed that any improvements

on Yao’s lower bound will lead to improved circuit lower

bounds.

The study of time-space tradeoffs in the quantum set-

ting was initiated by Nayebi, Aaronson, Belovs and Tre-

visan [NABT15]. When the preprocessing algorithm is

quantum, it is natural to distinguish the cases of quantum

versus classical advice, as analogous to the complexity

classes of BQP/qpoly versus BQP/poly and QMA versus

QCMA. Nayebi et al. [NABT15] showed that any quantum

preprocessing algorithm that uses S bits of classical advice
and T queries to invert a random permutation with a constant

probability must satisfy ST 2 = Ω̃(N). Note that the T 2

term is necessary given Grover’s search algorithm. Recently,

with motivations from post-quantum cryptography, Hhan,

Xagawa, and Yamakawa [HXY19] extended the lower bound

to handle general function inversion (and other cryptographic

primitives). For the more challenging case of algorithms

with quantum advice, Hhan el al. [HXY19] and Chung

et al. [CLQ19] proved lower bounds for inverting random

permutation and a restricted class of random functions,

specifically, the lower bound only holds for functions with

roughly the same domain and image size. However, these

lower bounds remain ST 2 = Ω̃(N). As pointed out by

Nayebi et al. [NABT15], this leaves open the following

intriguing possibility:

Could a piece of preprocessed advice help speed
up Grover’s search algorithm?

In this work, we prove the following quantum time-space

lower bound for function inversion, which shows that even

quantum advice of size S = O(
√
N) does not help speed

up Grover’s search algorithm.

Theorem 1. Let f : [N ] �→ [N ] be a random function.
For any quantum oracle algorithm A with S-qubit oracle-
dependent advice α = α(f) and T queries to f ,
• if α is classical (i.e. an S-bit string), then

Pr
[
Af (α, f(x)) ∈ f−1(f(x))

]
= Õ

(
ST + T 2

N

)
;

• if α is quantum (i.e. the general case), then

Pr
[
Af (α, f(x)) ∈ f−1(f(x))

]
= Õ

(
3

√
ST + T 2

N

)
,

where both probabilities are over f , a uniformly random x
from [N ], and randomness of A.

Our lower bound implies that for a quantum preprocessing

algorithm to invert a random function with a constant

probability, it must satisfy ST + T 2 = Ω̃(N) even for the

case of quantum advice. This further shows that Grover’s

search is optimal for S = Õ(
√
N), ruling out any substantial

speed-up for Grover’s search even with quantum advice. For

S = ω̃(
√
N), our lower bound matches Yao’s lower bound
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(Classical) Hellman’s algorithm S2T ≤ N2

Classical lower bound ST ≥ N

(Quantum) Grover’s search algorithm T ≤ √N
Previous quantum lower bound ST 2 ≥ N
Our quantum lower bound ST + T 2 ≥ N

Figure 1. Time-space tradeoffs for inverting a random function f : [N ] �→
[N ] with a constant successful probability. For the classical setting, the
best upper bound is given by Hellman’s algorithm [Hel80, FN99], and
the best lower bound is given by [Yao90, DGK17, CDGS18]. For the
quantum setting, the best upper bound is given either by Grover’s search
algorithm [Gro96] or (classical) Hellman’s algorithm, and the previous best
lower bound is given by [HXY19, CLQ19]. For simplicity, logarithmic
terms and constant factors are omitted.

for classical algorithms and is the best provable lower bound

in light of the above-mentioned barrier results of [CK19].

Furthermore, in the context of cryptography, a typical

complexity measure to define the security is S + T (corre-

sponding to the program length and the running-time), with

respect to which our lower bound implies a lower bound

S + T ≥ Ω̃(
√
N). This matches Grover’s search algorithm

and gives a tight characterization for function inversion.

A comparison of our bounds with known upper and lower

bounds is included in Figure 1. We remark that our lower

bounds can be extended to general functions f : [N ] �→ [M ]
.

II. YAO’S BOX PROBLEM

Yao’s box problem [Yao90] is another basic problem

investigated in the literature of time-space tradeoffs that

is closely related to the function inversion problem and

non-uniform security of pseudorandom generators. In this

problem, a preprocessing algorithm A can compute an S-bit
advice for a function f : [N ] �→ {0, 1} in the preprocessing

phase, and then in the online phase, it is required to compute

the bit f(x) ∈ {0, 1} for a random point x ∈ [N ] by making
at most T queries but without querying f on x. Similar
formulations of such problem in the classical setting are

recently studied in the context of circuit complexity [ST18,

MW19], which led to a new result on depth 3 circuits.

In the classical setting, Yao [Yao90] proved that for A to

succeed with probability 2/3, it must satisfy ST = Ω(N),
which is known to be optimal. In the quantum setting,

Nayebi et al. [NABT15] showed an ST 2 = Ω(N) lower

bound for solving Yao’s box problem with classical advice,
which does not rule out the possibility that a preprocessing

algorithm with S bits of advice and T = O(
√
N/S) queries.

Subsequently, Hhan et al. [HXY19, Lemma 6] refined the

analysis and showed that for any S, T,N , any quantum algo-

rithm with classical advice can only succeed with probability
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1/2+ Õ(ST 2/N)1/6. However, the following two problems
posted by Nayebi et al. remained open.

Open Problem 2 ([NABT14, Section 3.4, Section 5]). Is
there a quantum algorithm that solves Yao’s box in time
T = O(

√
N/S)? Or equivalently, prove or disprove the

optimality of the lower bound ST 2 = Ω̃(N) for Yao’s box.

Open Problem 3 ([NABT14, Section 5]). Extend the lower
bound for Yao’s box to the setting where the advice can be
an arbitrary quantum state.

We prove the following theorem for Yao’s box problem,

answering both open problems above.

Theorem 4. Let f : [N ] �→ {0, 1} be a random function.
For any quantum oracle algorithms A with S-qubit oracle-
dependent advice α = α(f) and T queries to f except on
the given challenge point x,

• if α is classical, then

Pr[Af (α, x) = f(x)] ≤ 1

2
+ Õ

(
3

√
ST

N

)
;

• if α is quantum, then

Pr[Af (α, x) = f(x)] ≤ 1

2
+ Õ

(
19

√
S5T

N

)
,

where both probabilities are over f , a uniformly random x
from [N ], and randomness of A.

In particular, this theorem implies that any algorithm

achieving success probability 2/3 has to satisfy ST = Ω̃(N)
for classical advice, which shows that the power of quan-

tum query does not help solving Yao’s box problem, and

S5T = Ω̃(N) for quantum advice.

We note that while in the classical setting, time-space

lower bounds for Yao’s box problem and the function inver-

sion problem can be proved using the same techniques, such

as compression [DTT10, DGK17] or presampling [Unr07,

CDGS18], proving quantum time-space lower bounds for

Yao’s box problem seems to be more challenging for quan-

tum advice. This is also the case for our framework since in

Yao’s box problem, the algorithm cannot verify the answer

on its own. For the case of quantum advice, we employ

a novel use of online shadow tomography [AR19], which

enables us to prove the first time-space lower bound for

algorithms with quantum advice. We discuss the issue more

carefully in Section IV-C.

Finally, we note that while we did not explicitly prove

this, we believe that our techniques are sufficient for proving

a lower bound ST = Ω̃(N) for quantum advice, if we

restrict the algorithm such that it has to recover f(x) for

any x ∈ [N ] with probability 2/3. We discuss this further

in Remark 7.

III. POST-QUANTUM NON-UNIFORM SECURITY

It turns out that our techniques for proving the two results

above are fairly general, and we can use them to prove

a variety of quantum non-uniform lower bounds. We now

turn our focus to proving non-uniform lower bounds in

cryptographic ideal models, which is a topic that has gained

a lot of momentum recently.

Random oracle methodology and concrete security.
While theoretically we can instantiate a lot of private-key

cryptography assuming only the existence of any one-way

function [Lev87], the constructions are almost always way

too inefficient to be any useful for practical purposes. Prac-

tical cryptographic schemes, instead are usually designed

under an ideal model and are proven secure under that

model. A popular model of choice is random oracle model

(ROM) [BR93], which “heuristically” models a function

in question f : [N ] �→ [M ], say a SHA3 hash function,

as a truly random function that everyone has only oracle

access to. To determine the security parameter to use in the

construction, usually concrete security bounds are derived

in the ideal model, and we work out the calculations to

make sure any adversary in the ideal model, using at most

a reasonable amount of resources, can only succeed with

small enough probability, usually 2−32 [LR10, Arc20].

While the random oracle model “heuristically” captures

all attacks that do not employ the structure of any particular

instantiation of the random oracle, the model itself captures

neither preprocessing attackers nor quantum attackers. More-

over, security bounds obtained in the random oracle model

are inaccurate or do not apply at all once preprocessing or

quantum computation are allowed.

Quantum random oracle model. Quantum algorithms are

known to achieve various nontrivial speedups compared

to classical algorithms, sometimes even an exponential

speedup. For example, Grover’s search algorithm achieves√
N speedup over classical algorithms, and Shor’s algorithm

solves factoring in quantum polynomial time.

Motivated by assessing the post-quantum security of con-

structions in ROM, Boneh et al. [BDF+11] introduced the

quantum random oracle model (QROM) where the attacker

can make superposition queries to the oracle, as given a clas-

sical description of any function, a quantum algorithm can

trivially perform such superposition queries. Extending se-

curity proofs in classical ROM into the stronger QROM has

been an active area of investigation [BDF+11, Zha12, BZ13,

Unr15, TU16, Unr17, KLS18, Zha19, AHU19, LZ19b,

DFMS19].

Auxiliary-input random oracle model. Consider the exam-
ple where we use random oracle to instantiate an one-way

function (OWF). As shown by Hellman’s algorithm [Hel80],

a preprocessing attacker can achieve a non-trivial saving of

resources from N to N2/3 even in the random oracle model.

Because the instantiated function is usually public, there is
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no way of preventing the adversary from performing a heavy

precomputation to speed up the online attack.

To address this mismatch, Unruh [Unr07] introduced the

auxiliary-input random oracle model (AI-ROM) where the

adversary is allowed to obtain a bounded length advice

about the random oracle before attacking the system. Several

works [Unr07, DGK17, CDGS18, CDG18] have developed

various techniques for analyzing the security in this model.

Hhan et al. [HXY19] first considered the auxiliary-

input quantum random oracle model (AI-QROM) and quan-

tum auxiliary-input quantum random oracle model (QAI-

QROM), which is the natural generalization of the model

above for quantum adversaries. Despite the progress in

QROM and AI-ROM respectively, proving post-quantum

non-uniform security remains quite challenging. Only a few

security bounds have been proven against classical advice,

i.e. under AI-QROM [HXY19], and no security bounds are

known against quantum advice, i.e. QAI-QROM, except

for OWFs [HXY19, CLQ19]. The only known technique

under these models is the (quantum) compression technique,

introduced by Nayebi et al. [NABT15], and its variants. We

note that this technique is only somewhat generic, and its

effectiveness seems limited under QAI-QROM.

New generic framework for security bounds in (Q)AI-
QROM. We generalize our techniques for function inversion

and Yao’s box into a general framework for proving concrete

post-quantum non-uniform security in AI-QROM and QAI-

QROM. In particular, we show the following theorem.

Theorem (Informal). For any security game G, adversary
time bound T , and any g > 0, consider its multi-instance
game G⊗g , which requires the adversary to break g inde-
pendent challenges sequentially, and each instance is given
time T .

If the best winning probability for G⊗g is δg in the QROM,
meaning that the best adversary can only win the game with
probability at most δg , then for adversaries with S = g
(qu)bits of advice:

1) G is roughly Õ(δ)-secure in AI-QROM;
2) If G is publicly verifiable, G is negl(N)-secure in QAI-

QROM if δ = negl(N);
3) If G is a decision game, G is 1/2 + negl(N)-secure

in QAI-QROM if δ = 1/2 + negl(N).

We note that our bound for function inversion we show in

Section I directly translates to the concrete security bound

for OWFs, and our techniques for OWFs can be additionally

used to show security for pseudorandom generators (PRGs)

with little efforts. The concrete bounds, are summarized into

the table below.

OWFs PRGs

AI-ROM ST
α

(
ST
N

)1/2
+ T

N

AI-QROM [HXY19]
(

ST2

α

)1/2 (
ST4

N
+ T4

N

)1/6

AI-QROM (ours) ST
α

+ T2

α

(
ST
N

+ T2

N

)1/3

QAI-QROM (ours)
(

ST
α

+ T2

α

)1/3 (
S5T
N

+ S4T2

N

)1/19

Table I
ASYMPTOTIC SECURITY BOUNDS ON THE SECURITY OF OWFS AND

PRGS CONSTRUCTED FROM A RANDOM FUNCTION f : [N ] �→ [M ]
AGAINST (S, T )-ALGORITHMS, WHERE α := min{N,M}.

1) Salting defeats preprocessing in the quantum setting.
Instead of proving more concrete security bounds using the

framework, we show that salting, a common mechanism

used in practice for defeating auxiliary input, generically

extends the security of applications proven in the QROM

to the (Q)AI-QROM. A similar statement was first shown

to hold in the classical world by Coretti et al. [CDGS18],

where they showed that the security in the ROM can be

generically extended into salted security in the AI-ROM.

In this work, we prove the hardness of salted multi-

instance game under QROM.

Lemma (Informal). For any security game G with security
δ in the QROM against adversary running in time T , let GS

denote its salted version with salt space [K]. Then the best
winning probability for multi-instance salted game G⊗g

S is
at most (δ + gT/K)g , which is tight.

Combining this lemma with our reduction theorem above,

we conclude that salting generically defeats preprocessing in

the AI-QROM, and defeats preprocessing against publicly-

verifiable and decision games in the QAI-QROM. We be-

lieve our techniques are sufficient and both the reduction

theorem and salted multi-instance bound can be generalized

for proving quantum non-uniform salted security bounds

under other idealized cryptographic models, e.g. the ideal-

cipher model (which is by definition a salted permutation

family), and the salted generic group model. However, in

order to simplify presentation, in this work we only focus

on the ROM.

Using this generic bootstrapping theorem, we can also

easily obtain security bounds for a wide class of salted

cryptographic primitives in the AI-QROM and QAI-QROM.

In particular, we use it to give the first bound for

salted collision-resistant hash (CRH) in AI-QROM and

QAI-QROM, resolving an open problem raised by Hhan

et al. [HXY19]. This in turn implies that PWPPO �⊆
FBQPO/qpoly relative to a random oracle O.
Finally, we note that our proof can also be naturally

downgraded to a classical reduction, which gives a new proof

of the classical result first proven by Coretti et al. [CDGS18]
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IV. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

In this section, we give an overview of our techniques for

proving the results. Please refer to the full version for the

formal proof.

A. From Non-uniform Algorithms to Multi-Instance Games

We start by considering applying a general approach in

the literature for proving lower bounds for non-uniform

algorithms in the context of classical function inversion, and

then generalize it to quantum non-uniformity. In particular,

the following argument is based on the work of Aaron-

son [Aar05].

Let f : [N ] �→ [N ] be a function. Consider a classical

(randomized) algorithm A with S-bit of advice α = α(f),
T queries to f (which is a lower bound on its running time),

that can invert a random image for any function1 f with

probability at least δ, i.e.

δ := Pr
A,x

[Af (α, f(x)) ∈ f−1(f(x))],

where the probability is taken over the measurement ran-

domness of the algorithm A and the random choice of x,
and we want to give an upper bound on δ. At a high level,

the approach is to reduce it to proving lower bound for

the multi-instance version of the problem for algorithms

without advice. Specifically, we reduce it to bound the

success probability of an algorithm B with gT queries to

invert random g inputs f(x1), . . . , f(xg) simultaneously, for
some parameter g ∈ [N ] on the number of instances. For

function inversion, it is easy to show that for any g > 0,
the best success probability drops exponentially fast in g.
Specifically, for any (randomized) algorithm B and random

functions f ,

Pr
B,f,x1,...,xg

[Bf (f(x1), . . . , f(xg))

inverts f(x1), . . . , f(xg)] ≤ O(gT/N)g.
(1)

The reduction proceeds in two simple steps. We first

use A to construct an algorithm B′ using only one copy
of the original advice for the multi-instance problem (with

decent success probability), and then get rid of the advice by

simply guessing a uniformly random bitstring. The algorithm

B′f (α, f(x1), . . . , f(xg)) simply invokes A to invert each

f(xi), and succeeds when Af (f(xi)) succeeds on all g
instances. By independence, it is easy to see that

Pr
B′,x1,...,xg

[B′f (α, f(x1), . . . , f(xg))

inverts f(x1), . . . , f(xg)] ≥ δg.

Next we remove the advice by guessing. Consider an

algorithm B first guesses a random advice α ∈ {0, 1}S and

1Since we are requiring the algorithm to invert any function, the lower
bound we present here is slightly weaker. We intentionally make this
omission for the overview to highlight the more important ideas in our
proofs. Interested readers should refer to the formal proofs.

then runs B′. Clearly, B guesses the advice correctly with

probability 2−S , in which case B simulates B′ perfectly.
Hence,

Pr
B,x1,...,xg

[Bf (f(x1), . . . , f(xg))

inverts f(x1), . . . , f(xg)] ≥ 2−Sδg.

As this statement is for any function, the same conclusion

holds for random functions. Combining this with the above

upper bound (1) on the success probability of B with g = S
shows that δ ≤ O(ST/N), which matches the best known

classical bound [Yao90, DGK17, CDGS18].

It should be clear from the above example that this

approach is fairly general and reduces the non-uniform lower

bound problems to analyze the success probability of the

corresponding multi-instance games. Indeed, this approach

and its variants have implicitly appeared in various contexts

under the name of direct product theorems. We discuss this

in more details in Section V.

First attempt using multi-instance problems. Seeing this

as a promising start, we now consider the setting of quan-

tum algorithms with classical advice. Indeed, the argument
works out similarly, except that now we need to consider

the success probability of the best quantum algorithm that

queries gT locations and succeed inverting g independently

random images. We could hope that analyzing the best suc-

cess probability for quantum algorithms solving the multi-

instance problem would lead us to the desired bound.

Unfortunately, it turns out that this approach is destined

to fail to achieve any δ 
 ST 2/N . With q quantum queries,

the famous Grover’s search can find one element in η
fraction of all elements with probability ≈ ηq2. Consider
the following algorithm B̃, where it tries to find one pre-

image among all the g images using the first T queries,

which succeeds with probability gT 2/N . If it succeeds in

finding the first pre-image, it then use the next T queries

to find one pre-image among all remaining (g − 1) images,
which succeeds with probability (g − 1)T 2/N and so on.

Using this algorithm, for any function, we can find all g
pre-images with probability at least roughly

(gT 2/N) · ((g − 1)T 2/N) · ... · (T 2/N) ≈ (T 2/N)g · g!
≈ (gT 2/N)g.

This implies that the best bound we can hope to achieve for

the multi-instance problem would be O(gT 2/N)g , which
would in turn imply the bound O(ST 2/N), which is the

same bound as what we already had before.

Bypassing the barrier via multi-instance games. A natural

question arises that whether we can go beyond ST 2/N . We

claim that this is actually the case.

To see this point, we first recall the high level ideas of the

argument above – we first bootstrap the best algorithm A
with advice α for computing f−1 with success probability δ,
into a multi-instance algorithm B with advice α with success
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probability δg , and then remove the advice and incur a loss

of 2−S , which we amortize into δg . The problem essentially

reduces to proving a lower bound for the success probability

of the resulting algorithm B that solves the multi-instance

problem.

While it may seem like that the (gT 2/N)g algorithm

above could be an upper bound for the new problem,

we observe that this iterated Grover’s search algorithm B̃
actually never arises from our reduction from A to B. In
particular, B always solves each instance one by one, while

B̃ in some sense solves all g instances at once. To view

this issue in terms of quantum queries, the first T queries

by B are only searching pre-image of f(x1), but the first T
queries by B̃ are searching for all g pre-images.

We formalize this intuition by strengthening the multi-

instance problem into what we call a “multi-instance game,”

where the algorithm (or adversary) is instead interacting
with a verifier (or challenger). For each round i ∈ [g], the
challenger samples a new image f(xi), and the adversary is
given T queries to f , before producing an output x′i, which
the challenger checks whether f(xi) = f(x′i). The main

change we make to the multi-instance games, compared with
multi-instance problems, is that the adversary gets challenges
one-by-one or sequentially, rather than getting all challenges
at once or in parallel.
Observe that this multi-instance game seems to rule out

the algorithm B̃ above, as the adversary does not have any

information about f(xi) until he has issued (i−1)T queries.

If we assume that the probability that any quantum adver-

sary wins such multi-instance game for function inversion is

O
(

gT+T 2

N

)g
, using the same reduction as before, we would

reach the conclusion that the best success probability for

function inversion with S bits of classical advice and T
quantum queries is O(ST + T 2)/N . It turns out that we

can indeed prove this assumption, but we will defer the

discussion and consider quantum advice first.

Beyond classical preprocessing. The reduction above re-

quires the algorithm to solve multiple instances using only

a single copy of the advice, which is problematic in the

quantum setting due to no-cloning theorem. We resolve this

problem by constructing B similarly as before, and add

gentle measurement to solve multiple instances. To fill in

the details, B does the following.

1) Prepare k = Θ(log g) copies of the quantum advice

β := α⊗k.

2) Boost A’s success probability from constant to 1 −
o(1), by running A on each copy of the advice α
k times, and identify the correct answer using one

additional query.

3) To solve g instances simultaneously, B simply runs

boostedA for each instance, and applies measurement.

As we have boosted the success probability high

enough, the measurement will be “gentle” and we can

recover an almost-as-good-as-new quantum advice for

the next instance.

4) Finally, to remove the quantum advice, we replace

β with a maximally mixed state, which gives us a

multiplicative loss of 2−Sk in success probability.

However, for function inversion, this idea seems to fail

as function inversion problem can have non-unique correct

answers. In particular, if f−1(f(x)) = {x1, x2, ..., x�}, and
the algorithm somehow prepares the answer |x′i〉 that is a
uniform superposition over all the answers x1, ..., x�, while

it succeeds with probability 1, performing a gentle measure-

ment on this answer seems very difficult. This difficulty of

performing gentle measurements for function inversion was

also acknowledged by the work of Hhan et al. [HXY19],

although under a different context.

We claim that using multi-instance games (as opposed

to multi-instance problems), there is actually a very elegant

solution to this. Instead of having the adversary submitting

a classical answer x′i, we will allow the adversary to submit

a quantum state |x′i〉, and the challenger can compute in

superposition whether f(|x′i〉) = f(xi), and measure her

decision (which will be gentle, as we boosted its success

probability), and send back |x′i〉. On a high level, the idea is
basically having the adversary and the challenger “jointly”

perform this gentle measurement. As the adversary cannot

control challenger’s behavior, this change should not impact

the best winning probability of the multi-instance game.

B. Analyzing Multi-Instance Game via “Compressed Ora-
cles”

To complete our time-space tradeoff for function inver-

sion, the only remaining step is to bound the best winning

probability of the multi-instance game for function inver-

sion. We extends the techniques of Zhandry’s compressed

oracles [Zha19] and combine with a new indistinguishability

lemma to give a tight bound for this problem.

Compressed oracles. In the classical setting, there is a

commonly used technique for arguing random functions

called the lazy sampling of a random oracle. The idea is

that a simulator will maintain a partial truth table about

the random function. Upon an oracle query x, the simulator
looks up x in the table D and returns it as the answer. If not

found, the simulator freshly samples a new y as the output

of x and inserts the pair (x, y) into the table D.

Zhandry observes that, if care is taken to implement the

oracle correctly, a quantum analogy of the classical on-

the-fly simulation is possible. Unlike the classical simu-

lation, they simulate a random oracle as a superposition

of tables, each of which partially instantiates a random

function. Below is the high level idea of their simulation.

The table is initialized as an empty table. Upon a quantum

query is made by an algorithm, the simulator updates the

database in superposition: for a query |x〉 and a table |D〉,
the simulator look up x in the table D; if not found, it
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initializes a superposition of all possible output
∑

y |y〉 (up
to a normalization) as the value of D(x) and updates D in

superposition to get |D ∪ (x, y)〉; it then returns D(x) as the
output.

A major difference between quantum setting and classical

setting is an algorithm may forget some query it made

before. As an example, an algorithm can query the same

input twice to un-compute everything and thus completely

lose the information about the output. Therefore, to perfectly

simulate a quantum random oracle, the simulator also checks

after every query that if the algorithm loses all information

about the query. With all these operations above, Zhandry

shows a quantum random oracle can be efficiently simulated

on-the-fly.

Analyzing multi-instance game. To prove the success

probability of multi-instance function inversion, we consider

a stronger statement regarding the success probability of

inverting for any round: assume an algorithm already makes

(i−1)T queries for the first (i−1) rounds, and conditioned
on it having passed the first (i − 1) rounds, what is the

probability of succeeding in the i-th round by making T
queries?

Lemma 5. For any quantum algorithm making q0 + q
queries to a random function f : [N ] → [N ], if f(x)
is sampled and given after the q0-th query, conditioned
on arbitrary outcomes (with non-zero probability) of the
algorithm’s measurement during the first q0 queries, the
probability of inverting f(x) is at most O((q0 + q2)/N).

We consider the lemma above as remarkable and perhaps

even surprising, as intuitively, it is saying that quantum

power can achieve a quadratic speed up for search only if

you know what you are looking for, and there is no classical

analogue of this.

With the above lemma, the probability of succeeding in

the i-th round is at most O((iT + T 2)/N). Therefore, the
probability of succeeding in inverting all random images is

at most O((gT + T 2)/N)g .
To prove this lemma, let us start by assuming that a uni-

formly random image y is instead given as a challenge and

without conditioning on the intermediate measurements. By

Zhandry’s techniques, after making q0 queries to a random

oracle, the knowledge of an algorithm about the random

oracle can be viewed as a superposition of some tables with

at most q0 entries which specifies partial random functions

over at most q0 inputs. Since y is sampled uniformly, the

amplitude (square root of probability) of database containing

y is about
√

q0/N . After given the image y, each query

can increase the amplitude by at most
√
1/N . Therefore,

the final amplitude of of database containing y is about

(
√
q0 + q)/

√
N which gives us the lemma above.

There are two challenges we need to overcome for proving

the full lemma.

The first challenge comes from the fact that our lemma

statement requires an algorithm that is conditioned on some

fixed measurement outcomes. To address this, we extend

Zhandry’s techniques to such settings, which is a very

natural but non-trivial extension and crucial for analyzing

the multi-instance game.

The second challenge seems even more difficult. For

function inversion, the image is sampled by first sampling

a random pre-image x and computing f(x). The natural

application of compressed oracle only gives us a probability

bound when a random y is sampled instead of f(x). This is
a nontrivial issue as with high probability, the distribution of

f(x) is only supported on a constant fraction of [N ], so the
statistical difference of the two distributions is significant.

The issue is more prominent when we consider the general

random functions f : [N ] �→ [M ] where N 
 M , where a

uniform sample of y is with high probability not an image

of any x.
Towards this challenge, we prove the following indis-

tinguishability lemma to bridge the gap. The proof of the

lemma does not require the compressed oracle technique and

we believe that both lemmas are of independent interest.

Lemma 6 (Indistinguishability). For any quantum algorithm
making q0+q queries to a random function f : [N ]→ [N ], if
f(x) or a uniformly random y is sampled and given after the
q0-th query, conditioned on arbitrary outcomes (with non-
zero probability) of the algorithm’s measurement during the
first q0 queries, the advantage of distinguishing is at most
O((q0 + q2)/N).

We can then assume a random y is sampled instead of a

random f(x) with only an additive loss of O((gT+T 2)/N)
in each round, giving us the bound that we desire.

Proving the indistinguishability lemma. We first convert

the problem from distinguishing samples (random f(x) or
random y) into distinguishing oracles. Assume the oracle

is sampled as follows: first, a uniformly random input x
is sampled; then a random function f−x defined on all

inputs except x is sampled, together with two independently

sampled y0, y1; define f−x||y as a function that outputs

f−x(x
′) on all inputs that are not x and y on input x;

the distinguisher is ask to given either oracle access to

f−x||y0 or f−x||y1 and the same challenge y0 after the q0-th
query, distinguish which oracle is given (without knowing

x). When the function f−x||y0 and challenge y0 is given, it
corresponds to the case a random f(x) is given; while giving
the second function corresponds to the second case that a

random y is given. It can be shown that the two problems

have the exact same difficulty.

Intuitively, every quantum query to a function entangles

a quantum algorithm with one of the output of that function

in superposition. By making q0 queries, the algorithm is

entangled with at most q0 outputs of the function in su-

perposition. When y0 is given, the only way to tell which

oracle is given is by already making a query on x and
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entangling the algorithm with either y0 or y1 respectively.

Since y0 has not been given during the first q0 queries, x
is perfectly hidden and completely uniformly random from

the algorithm’s view. Thus, such entanglement only happens

with probability q0/N . For the remaining q queries, knowing
the information y0 does help build the entanglement faster.

One strategy is to use Grover’s search to check if y0 is

an image of the function since with constant probability,

y0 is not an image of f−x||y1. By using Grover’s search,

the advantage of distinguish is about q2/N and we show

such advantage is the best one can get for these q queries.

Combining with these two separate analysis, we conclude

the indistinguishability lemma.

C. Yao’s Box Problem

We now focus our attention on Yao’s box problem.

Assume that an algorithm A, given any function f : [N ] �→
{0, 1}, prepares an S-qubit advice α = α(f) such that A can

recover f(x) for a random x using α without ever querying

f(x) in time T with probability 1/2 + ε.
We claim that for classical advice, our reduction from

function inversion with advice to multi-instance game can

also be generalized to Yao’s box, with a more careful amor-

tizing analysis; and the multi-instance game for Yao’s box is

fairly straightforward to argue using similar techniques as for

function inversion. Intuitively, for Yao’s box, the only non-

trivial strategy is that the adversary’s first (i−1)T quantum

queries predicted the challenge xi, so the best advantage

of any algorithm, i.e. the best winning probability minus

1/2, can only be O(
√
gT/N) instead of O(

√
gT 2/N). This

leads us to the final bound 1/2 + Õ(ST/N)1/3, where the
additional exponent loss comes from the new amortizing

argument.

For quantum advice, things are a lot trickier. While Aaron-

son [Aar05] proved a similar lower bound for a different

problem against quantum advice, the techniques there only

allow us to prove lower bounds against algorithms that

find the correct answer with probability at least 2/3 for

all f and x (and indeed under this setting, our techniques

combined with [Aar05] are sufficient to give query lower

bound ST ≥ Ω̃(N) even for quantum advice). However, this

is insufficient in our settings where we need to consider the

stronger lower bound where x is sampled randomly, and the

algorithm can only predict some f(x) and output a random
guess for others.

We first revisit the idea of Aaronson [Aar05], which is to

prepare poly(log g) copies of the advice, and use majority

vote2 to boost the success probability from 2/3 to 1−o(1) to
make the measurement gentle. We show that majority vote

cannot possibly boost success probability under the average-

case (over x) setting, by considering the following example:

2This idea was implicitly given, where they called it “boosting” under
the context of randomized algorithms in complexity theory.

the algorithm A outputs the correct answer with probability

1 on 40% of the inputs, and with probability 0.45 on the

other 60% of the inputs. Overall, the success probability is

67%, but with majority vote, the success probability goes

down, and can go down arbitrarily close to 40%, which is

much worse than random guessing!

One way to resolve this is to instead “gently” measure the

success probability of A for each instance f(x), and throw

a biased random coin according to this distribution as our

answer. We observe that the problem of “gently” measuring

this probability can be reduced to shadow tomography,

which is a problem introduced by Aaronson [Aar18]. As our

multi-instance game requires that each challenge is given se-

quentially, we also require the shadow tomography to be able

to handle online queries. Aaronson and Rothblum [AR19]

showed that online shadow tomography indeed can be done

using S2 log2 g copies of the advice, which leads us to the

final bound S5T = Ω̃(N) for constant ε > 0.

Remark 7 (Improving the lower bound for Yao’s box with

quantum advice). We note that if we make the restriction
so that for most functions f , A succeeds to output f(x)
for every input x with probability at least 2/3, then the
idea of using majority vote still works, since in this case,
boosting will give us the correct outcome with overwhelming
probability. Using the same reduction, we can prove that A
has to satisfy ST = Ω̃(N). Therefore, we think that ST =
Ω̃(N) should be the optimal lower bound.

V. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we compare our techniques with other

related works.

The approach of reducing time-space tradeoff lower

bounds to multi-instance problems, which is outlined in Sec-
tion IV-A, has appeared implicitly in various works [Bea91,

Kla03, KŠW07], where they usually refer to the (exponen-

tial) hardness of multi-instance problems as “(strong) direct

product theorems.” While the different approaches presented

in different works share some similar high-level ideas, the

context and details in each work are slightly different. In this

work, to avoid confusion, we use the term “multi-instance

problem” instead of direct products. Recently Hamoudi

and Magniez [HM20] independently applied the similar

technique along with Zhandry’s compressed oracles to prove

quantum time-space tradeoffs for finding multiple collisions.

Classically, this approach has also been considered in

various works [GKL93, Imp11] for proving non-uniform

lower bounds. Aaronson [Aar05] first showed how to employ

such ideas when the non-uniform lower bounds need to

hold even against quantum advice. While the problem they

consider is quite simple and somewhat arbitrary, the starting

point we outline in Section IV-A is based on this work.

However, to the best of our knowledge this technique has not

been explored in the AI-ROM literature (possibly due to the
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fact that same bounds can already be achieved using other –

possibly more complicated – techniques), and the reductions

presented in this work can also be easily “dequantized” to

the classical setting.

As far as we are concerned, our work is the first one

to consider the stronger variant “multi-instance games” and

show a separation of the two variants for function inversion

in Section IV-A. Additionally, we present our reduction

under a general framework for the stronger variant of multi-

instance games.

The idea of using gentle measurements is almost ubiqui-

tous for proving lower bounds against quantum advice. To

the best of our knowledge, Aaronson [Aar05] first showed

how to combine boosting and gentle measurements for

quantum advice lower bounds, which we briefly discuss in

Section IV-C. In particular, this technique was also employed

by Hhan et al. [HXY19] to prove an asymptotic lower bound

of ST 2 ≥ N for inverting random permutations, although

under a different context.

VI. OPEN PROBLEMS

Quantum time-space tradeoff lower bounds for permuta-
tion inversion. While our work provides substantial evidence

that the quantum time-space tradeoff bound for inverting

permutations is ST + T 2 = Θ̃(N), which would have re-

solved the open problem posted by Nayebi et al. [NABT15,

Section 4.3], we are not able to formally prove this due

to a lack of “compressed permutation oracles”. This is

especially interesting, considering that it is easier to argue

about permutations than functions using the compression

argument, which is used in prior works [NABT15, HXY19,

CLQ19].
Nontrivial quantum speed ups for function inversion.

While our lower bound is best possible, it still leaves open

the possibility that some nontrivial quantum speed ups exist

under the following asymptotic regime:⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ST � N,

T 2 
 N,

S2T 
 N2.

An especially interesting case is that there might be a

quantum algorithm with advice under this regime, but it

might seem extremely hard to be “dequantized.”

Our paper also gives many lower bounds, improving any

of the bounds that are not tight (for example, the query

bound for average-case Yao’s box against quantum advice),

or showing new non-trivial attacks, are all interesting possi-

bilities.
Suboptimal exponent on success probability for quantum

advice, or is it? All the bounds we have achieved for

quantum advice are not tight in terms of the exponent on

the success probability for quantum advice. In particular, we

note that for function inversion, our classical advice lower

bound has exponent 1, which is tight – while the quantum

advice bound has exponent 1/3. Can this loss be avoided, or
is there any speed up in terms of S and T for sub-constant

success probability?

We make the observation that the loss in exponent ulti-

mately comes from the use of gentle measurements. Looking

back at the literature, all the quantum advice lower bound

techniques [Aar05, HXY19, CLQ19] we have seen so far

always require “reusing” of the advice, which in turns

require gentle measurements. Is there a way to avoid reusing

the quantum advice to escape this cost? We suspect that this

is the case, as in the work of Chung et al. [CLQ19], they

presented a reduction to quantum random access code, which

by definition seems to avoid this issue, albeit in the end, the

advice reusing issue somehow kicks back in.
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